AGJR 203 – Major Assignment 3

Key milestones:
Topic and source list due to lab instructor by lab on Friday 7/11, 5 p.m.
Assignment Due: Friday, 7/18 by 5 p.m. in Scoates 112 or via email.

Write one print ag news story on a topic of your choice (with instructor approval) that includes material (quotes or background information) from at least one source. If you use only one source, it must be an individual and your print story must include direct quotes as well as paraphrased information. The audience for your story is agricultural producers in an area appropriate to your topic. For example, a story on rice would be aimed at readers of Rice World. Other options would be Livestock Land and Post, a Brazos Valley monthly ag newspaper published by the Eagle. The AgriLeader is probably your best choice if you are uncertain about audience.

Your story will be approximately 1.5 to 2 pages in length, in our standard format. As always, use proper attribution and AP style.

Turn in a “Source Sheet” with your paper that provides sufficient information for your instructors to locate and/or contact the source you used.